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Experimental and theoretical study of line mixing in methane spectra.
I. The N2-broadened n3 band at room temperature
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Line-mixing effects have been studied in then3 band of CH4 perturbed by N2 at room temperature.
New measurements have been made and a model is proposed which is not, for the first time, strictly
empirical. Three different experimental set ups have been used in order to measure absorption in the
2800–3200 cm21 spectral region for total pressures in the 0.25–2 and 25–80 atm ranges. Analysis
of the spectra demonstrates the significant influence of line mixing on the shape of theQ branch and
of theP andR manifolds. A model is proposed which is based on state-to-state collisional transfer
rates calculated from the intermolecular potential surface with a semiclassical approach. The
line-coupling relaxation matrix is constructed from these data and two additional parameters which
are fitted on measured absorption. Comparisons between measurements and spectra computed
accounting for and neglecting line mixing are made. They prove the quality of the approach which
satisfactory accounts for the effects of pressure and of rotational quantum numbers on the spectral
shape under conditions where modifications introduced by line mixing are important. For high
rotational quantum number lines, the main features induced by collisions are predicted but some
discrepancies remain; the latter may be due to improper line-coupling elements but there is strong
evidence that the use of inaccurate line broadening parameters also contributes to errors in
calculated spectra. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~99!00116-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Methane is present in our atmosphere and in those
planets such as Jupiter. Knowledge of the associa
amounts~mixing ratios! is required for the understanding o
processes such as ozone depletion, global warming, or
formation of giant planets. The vertical distributions of CH4

~or integrated total column amounts! are generally deter
mined by using remote sensing infrared experiments~e.g.,
Refs. 1–3!. The quality of the retrieved quantities relies o
the precision of the forward modeling of the magnitude a
shape of the absorption. For these reasons, the last years
been the witnesses of an increasing number of experime
and theoretical studies on the spectroscopic paramete
methane~see Ref. 4, and references therein!. Much attention
has been given to the line positions and intensities as we

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Tel: 33169157
Fax: 33169157530; electronic mail: jean-michel.hartmann@lpma.u-ps
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to the collisional parameters of isolated lines~pressure-
broadening and -shifting coefficients!. On the other hand
only few results are available concerning the effects of l
mixing on the spectral shape, although the total pressur
the troposphere and lower stratosphere is sufficiently high
make the usual addition of Voigt~Lorentz! shapes inad-
equate.

To our knowledge, the first work evidencing line-mixin
effects in CH4 is a Raman study of the 2n2 Q branch.5 In the
infrared region, Pine reported a study6 of theQ branch of the
n3 band of CH4 where he remarked that the addition of i
dividual ~Voigt and Rautian! line contributions failed in fit-
ting the absorption above a few tenths of a bar. This prob
was attributed to line mixing without further analysis. Latt
on, multispectrum fits of high resolution Fourier transfor
spectra in then3 region7 were improved by introducing line
mixing using the first order approach of Rosenkranz;8 line-
broadening and line-shifting coefficients were obtained w

14;
.fr
7 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. Groups and laboratory instruments involved in the measurements.

Group→location
G1

LPMA-Orsay
G2

LPMA-Paris
G3

IEM-Madrid

Instrument FT~Bruker IFS66V! FT ~homemade! TDFS
Used resolution 0.12 cm21 '0.01 cm21 '1024 cm21

Pathlength~cm! 4.78–215 407–2007 64.5

P(CH4) range~mb! 0.03–13 0.04–8 0.1–36
P(N2) ~atm! 25,50,80 0.5,1.0 0.25,0.5,1.,2.

Regions P,Q,Rfor J<18 P,Q,Rfor J<15 R for J58,10,12,14,16
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increased precision but no quantitative information was p
lished on line coupling. The first study providing data
order to account for line mixing is given in Ref. 9. In th
work, N2 and Ar broadened spectra of then3 P- and
R-branch manifolds forJ<10 were recorded at pressur
below the atmosphere. They were fitted using the Ros
kranz perturbation treatment and neglecting10 coupling be-
tween transitions of different nuclear spin symmetries. T
pioneer work, although strictly empirical, proposed the fi
self sufficient set of parameters for absorption calculati
accounting for line mixing. Very recently, Benneret al.11

further extended their multispectrum fitting technique by
cluding line mixing using the full relaxation operator; th
resulting approach has the advantage of remaining vali
pressures where the Rosenkranz approximation breaks d
A very large work was carried out,11 in which over 40 spec-
tra of the self- and air-broadenedn3 band were treated, fit
ting some diagonal and off-diagonal elements of the rel
ation matrix. This study confirms that mixing between sta
of different nuclear spin symmetry is negligible and brin
interesting indications on some possible collisional selec
rules, which are discussed in this paper. Again, this appro
is strictly empirical but it leads to very good agreement w
measured data and, contrary to the first order developme
is not limited to low pressures.

The present paper is, to our knowledge, the first in wh
a comprehensive theoretical approach is proposed for l
mixing effects in infrared bands of methane. New measu
ments have been made in then3 band of CH4–N2 mixtures at
room temperature. These include low pressure~<2 atm! ex-
periments quite similar to those of Refs. 9, 11 and m
original measurements at elevated density~.25 atm!. In the
model proposed, the off-diagonal elements of the relaxa
matrix, which account for line coupling, are construct
starting from state-to-state rotational transfer rates. The la
are computed from the intermolecular interaction poten
energy surface by using a semiclassical model.12 Connection
between state-to-state data and the line-mixing coefficien
made by introducing two empirical parameters whose val
are determined by a fit of a single high pressure spectr
Comparisons of computed results with the numerous o
laboratory measurements demonstrate the quality of
model under conditions where the influence of line mixi
on the absorption shape is large. In particular, the evolu
of the absorption shape with the pressure and rotatio
quantum numberJ are correctly predicted. Some discrepa
 161.111.22.173. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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cies which appear for highJ R lines are discussed. The re
mainder of the paper is organized as follows: the laborat
experiments are described in Sec. II. Sections III and
present the model and the data used. Comparison betw
computed and recorded spectra are discussed in Sec. V

II. EXPERIMENT

Measurements of absorption by CH4–N2 mixtures have
been made at room temperature by the groups and ins
ments listed in Table I where the experimental conditions
summarized. A large pressure range has been covered
cluding two series for ‘‘high’’ ~25–80 atm! and ‘‘low’’
~0.25–2.0 atm! pressures, respectively. The first set is ch
acterized by the fact that the lines inside each cluster~Q
branch and manifolds! strongly overlap and merge into
smooth envelop; the fine spectral structure is then maske
the influence of collisions. The spectra show strong lin
mixing effects but bring no detailed information on wh
happens inside the merged absorption features. On the o
hand, most of the fine structure remains discernible in
low pressure measurements. This provides precious a
tional information and a further test of the model althou
modifications induced by line mixing are less spectacu
than at elevated pressure. Since all studied gas samples
tain small mixing ratios of methane, the contribution
CH4–CH4 interactions is negligible. Pressure normalized a
sorption (a/PCH4

in cm21/atm! is thus presented and the th
oretical analysis only accounts for CH4–N2 collisions. Fi-
nally, note that the low pressure FT and TDFS spectra ar
good agreement and that the measurements made in Ma
are similar to those of Ref. 9 but extend the pressure~up to 2
atm! and rotational quantum number~up to J516) ranges.
Note that measured spectra were corrected in order to ge
of possible errors in the line intensities and of uncertaint
on the partial pressures of methane used. This was done
Ref. 13 by multiplying experimental results by a consta
factor such that the measured and computed values of
grated absorption match.

A. High pressure FT spectra in Orsay

The high pressure experiments have been carried at
LPMA in Orsay, with a Bruker IFS66V Fourier transform
spectrometer. The entiren3 band of CH4 perturbed by N2 at
ambient temperature was recorded with a resolution of 0
cm21 ~full-width at half-maximum! using a water cooled SiC
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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7719J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 110, No. 16, 22 April 1999 Pieroni et al.
glow bar source. Two single pass cells of lengths 4.78
and 215 cm have been used, in order to study both strong
weak absorption regions. The detector is a room tempera
DTGS element for internal measurements~compartment!
with the short cell. A liquid nitrogen cooled InSb detect
was used for the external measurements with the long
The pressures above 5 atm were measured with sev
adapted piezoresistive pressure transducers. Low pres
measurements were performed by using capacitive
phragm type pressure transducers designed for 0–10, 0–
and 1–1000 Torr ranges. High purity CH4 ~.99.9995%! and
N2 ~.99.9999%! gases were used without further purific
tion. Very small relative amounts of CH4 have been used
~see Table I! and spectra were recorded about1

2 h after intro-
ducing the gases in the cell. This insured a good mixing
the components that was successfully checked by compa
different spectra.

In order to achieve good accuracy on absorption coe
cients in a wide range, transmission spectra with differ
CH4 partial pressure were recorded for each value of the t
pressure. For each spectrum, we extracted the relevant i
mation in the spectral window when the transmission w
between 0.2 and 0.8, and we reconstructed the ‘‘whole’’n3

band absorption coefficient for the three total pressures~25,
50, and 80 atm!.

B. Low pressure FT spectra in Paris

Nitrogen broadened spectra of methane have been
corded with the Fourier transform spectrometer built at
LPMA in Paris.14 The White cell has a one meter baseleng
and was filled with binary gas mixtures at pressures of ab
0.5 and 1 atm. Experiments were made with CH4 pressures
between about 0.03 and 6 Torr using path lengths of 4 an
m. This provided low optical thickness measurements for
study of the central absorption shape as well as optic
thick media for the study of the wings. The lowest CH4 par-
tial pressures have been performed using for the fillings
the White cell a preliminary diluted sample by N2 with a
CH4 concentration of 5%. A Datametrics pressure transdu
has been used for the measurements below 10 Torr with
accuracy in order of 0.5%; while, for the total pressure m
surements, a Texas Instrument Bourdon gauge with one
mosphere range has been employed giving an absolute a
racy of 0.03 Torr. A maximum optical path difference givin
a response function width at least three times narrower t
the absorption lines has been used to optimize the sign
noise ratio and the distortion effect of the spectrometer re
lution. The studied spectral range is delimited by an opti
filter in front of the InSb detector and extends from 24
cm21 to 3700 cm21. Before each record, an empty cell spe
trum allows to compensate the variation of the incident
tensity coming from the source and detector efficiencies
residual channeling.

C. Low pressure TDFS spectra in Madrid

Spectra of theR(8), R(10), R(12), R(14), andR(16)
manifolds have been recorded with the tunable differe
frequency spectrometer at the IEM in Madrid.15,16 About 1
Downloaded 03 Sep 2013 to 161.111.22.173. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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mW of cw tunable IR radiation is generated by differen
frequency mixing, in a LiNbO3 crystal, the outputs of an Ar1

laser ~single mode, tuned to the 488 nm line!, actively fre-
quency stabilized and locked to a130Te2 sub-Doppler
transition,17 and of a ring dye laser operated with rhodami
6G. The internal precision of the frequency scale and
instrumental resolution are both;1024 cm21. The infrared
beam was splitted into two paths~one traveling through the
cell to an InSb detector and the other traveling in the air
another InSb detector! and the signals ratioed out to compe
sate unwanted IR power fluctuations. The stainless steel
used had 645 mm pathlength and was fitted with C2
wedges. Pressures were read with a capacitance manom
designed for the 0.1–1330 mbar range, with a resolution
0.1 mbar and an accuracy of 0.5% of the reading. The p
sure gauge was mounted on the cell body to continuou
monitor any possible pressure evolution, except for the 2
measurements that were out of gauge range. In these c
the pressure was measured after the recording of the s
trum by expanding the cell content into a calibrated volum
The gases were supplied by Air Liquide and used with
further purification~nominal purities were CH4: 99.95%, N2:
99.995%!. The mixtures at 10 atm pressure were prepared
sample cylinders at least one day before the experim
with approximately 0.04 to 1.8% of CH4 in N2, depending on
the maximum absorption intensity of each manifold.

Measurements were made as follows: an empty
spectrum was recorded first, then the gas mixture was ad
up to the highest pressure to be measured and subseq
spectra recorded pumping out part of the mixture, in a no
nal sequence of 2000, 1000, 500, 250 mbar. Another em
cell spectrum was finally recorded. All spectral traces
frequency linearized, calibrated and ratioed against an a
age of the empty cell spectra. Frequency scale linearizatio
done by interpolation between the frequency markers p
duced by a confocal Fabry–Perot interferometer~finesse
150, free spectral range 0.004 998 5~2! cm21! in a fraction of
the ring dye laser.

III. THEORETICAL MODEL

A. Absorption coefficient

Consider a mixture of CH4 in N2 ~collision partner, in-
frared inactive!, of respective partial pressuresPCH4

andPN2

(PCH4
!PN2

) at temperatureT. Within the impact and binary

collisions formulation of the spectral shape, the absorpt
coefficienta in the infrared region studied here, accounti
for line mixing at wave numbers is given by18,19 @Note, that
in the correct expression a hyperbolic tangent and the sum
the lower and upper states populations appear. The term
Eq. ~1! should then be multiplied by (11e2hcsk /kBT)/(1
1e2hcs/kBT) but this correction is negligible in the mid
infrared region studied here.#
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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aLM~s,PCH4
,PN2

,T!

5
8p2s

3hc
@12exp~2hcs/kBT!#

3PCH4
ImH(k

(
k8

rk~T!dkdk8

3^^k8u@S2L02 iPN2
W~T!#21uk&&J . ~1!

The sums in Eq.~1! include all absorption linesk andk8, and
Im$¯% denotes the imaginary part.rk and dk are, respec-
tively, the fractional population of the initial level of linek
and the dipole transition moment.S, L0, andW are opera-
tors in the~Liouville! line space. The first two are diagona
associated with the scanning wavenumbers and with the
positionssk of the unperturbed lines, i.e.,

^^k8uSuk&&5s3dk,k8 , ^^k8uL0uk&&5sk3dk,k8 . ~2!

The relaxation operatorW contains all the influence of col
lisions on the spectral shape. It depends on the band, on
temperature, and on the collision partner. Its off-diago
elements account for interference between absorption li
whereas the diagonal terms are the pressure-broadeninggk)
and -shifting (dk) coefficients of the isolated lines, i.e.,

^^kuW~T!uk&&5gk~T!2 idk~T!. ~3!

When line mixing is disregarded, the off-diagonal eleme
of W are neglected and Eq.~1! reduces to the addition o
Lorentzian line contributions, i.e.,

aNo LM~s,PCH4
,PN2

,T!

5s@12exp~2hcs/kBT!#3PCH4

3(
k

Sk~T!

sk@12exp~2hcsk /kBT!#
3

1

p

3
PN2

gk~T!

@s2sk2PN2
dk~T!#21@PN2

gk~T!#2 , ~4!

where the integrated intensitySk of line k is given by

Sk~T!5
8p3

3hc
sk@12exp~2hcsk /kBT!#rk~T!dk

2. ~5!

B. Relaxation operator

In the present work, the real part of the off-diagon
elements ofW is constructed starting from state-to-state c
lisional rates. This is not straightforward since the latter
volve two quantum states only whereas the line-coupl
terms depend on four~lower and upper levels of thek andk8
lines!. In order to connect both quantities, empirical facto
are generally introduced~e.g., in N2O,20 CO2,

20,21 O3,
22...!

which somehow account for the influence of the typ
~P,Q,R! of the lines considered. Within this approach, t
real element of the relaxation operator coupling linesk and
k8 is given by
Downloaded 03 Sep 2013 to 161.111.22.173. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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Re$^^k8uW~T!uk&&%52A~k8,k!3Kik8← ik~T!

(for kÞk8), ~6!

where Kik8← ik(T) is the collisional transfer rate from th
lower levelik of line k to the lower levelik8 of line k8. Note
that these parameters, as the elements ofW, satisfy the de-
tailed balance principle and some selection rules~e.g., no
collisional transfer between states of different nuclear sp!.
The parametersA(k8,k) introduced in Eq.~6! connect the
state-to-state rates to the off-diagonalW matrix elements. In
order to simplify the problem, three steps are used;~i! we
first make the approximation thatA(k8,k) depends on the
branches~i.e., P, Q, or R! to which k andk8 belong but not
on the quantum numbers of the lines themselves. At
step, there are nine parameters left,@A(X,Y), with X,Y
5P, Q, or R# which take into account the fact that, for give
initial states, line coupling depends on the branches to wh
the considered optical transitions belong.~ii ! The second ap-
proximation is reasonable considering obvious symmet
of the problem. It simply assumes the following equalitie

A~R,R!5A~P,P!,

A~Q,R!5A~R,Q!5A~P,Q!5A~Q,P!, ~7!

A~R,P!5A~P,R!,

that reduce the number of parameters to four@A(R,R),
A(R,Q), A(R,P), and A(Q,Q), for instance#. ~iii ! Finally
one can get rid of the interbranch parametersA(Q,R) and
A(R,P) by using the fundamental sum rule,23

gk~T!52 (
k8Þk

dk8
dk

Re$^^k8uW~T!uk&&%, ~8!

which directly translates to

(
k

rk~T!dk
23gk~T!5(

k
(

k8Þk

rk~T!dkdk83A~k8,k!

3Kik8← ik~T!. ~9!

Restricting the sum overk to lines of theQ branch only leads
to a relation betweenA(R,Q)5A(P,Q) andA(Q,Q). Then
applying the same equation to linesk of theP branch relates
A(R,P) to A(P,P)5A(R,R) andA(Q,P)5A(Q,R). Once
the state-to-state rates and broadening coefficients
known, the model is thus based on two parameters o
[A(R,R) and A(Q,Q) have been retained here#. They are
empirical and need to be determined from fits of measu
spectra as done in Sec. IV. Note that they do not depend
the considered lines and that the same values are used f
transitions and pressures.

The construction of the off-diagonal imaginary part
W from theory is an intractable problem and Im$W% was
restricted to its diagonal part~line shifts!. This approxima-
tion is likely sufficient considering the pressure range stud
and the fact that the off-diagonal terms are expected to
small.
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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C. State-to-state collisional rates

The semiclassical model used for line broadening
Refs. 4, 12, 24, 25, was applied to the calculation of rel
ation rate constants for CH4–Ar. ~The use of CH4–Ar state-
to-state rates to model the effect of CH4–N2 collisions on the
spectral shape is discussed in Appendix A.! Various modifi-
cation and improvements of the calculations described
Ref. 12 have been implemented as described in Ref. 26.
main points of the model are recalled below.

Several studies~see Refs. 27–37! have been devoted t
the methane–rare gas interaction potential surface, whic
the starting point of the calculation. In the present work
Lennard-Jones-type atom–atom potential was used as
scribed in Ref. 24. Its tensorial expression is

Vat–at~R,V1!5 (
l 150,3,4,6

q5 l 1 ,l 112,...

Fdq
l 1G1

Dq
l 1G1

R121q2eq
l 1G1

Eq
l 1G1

R61qG
3D0

~ l 1g ,l 1gG1! , ~10!

whereR is the center-of-mass separation between the X4

molecule and the atom.V1 represents the three Euler angl
giving the orientation of the XY4-fixed frame with respect to
a frame whosez axis is along the intermolecular axis. Th
d...

... ande...
... are numerical coefficients. TheD ...

... andE...
... are

polynomials of the atom–atom Lennard-Jones parame
The D ...

... are symmetrized angular operators whose exp
sions are given in Ref. 24.G1 is the symmetry in theTd

group of a given operator.G15A1 for l 150, 4 or 6, and
G15A2 for l 153. The order of development for radial par
and angular operators as well as the values for the
atom–atom parameters are the same as in Refs. 12, 25 fo
methane–argon system.

Starting from knowledge of the CH4–Ar interaction, the
calculations were done at room temperature. As develope
Ref. 12, the rotational energy relaxation rate constant~in
units of cm21/atm! from quantum statei to statej is given by

K j← i5
nv̄

2pc Er c0

`

drcr cS vc8

v̄ D 2

S2,i→ j8 ~r c ,v̄ !. ~11!

In this expression,n is the density of collision partners for
atm at the considered temperature andv̄ is the mean relative
velocity. r c0

is the distance of closest approach andvc8 is the
apparent velocity on the equivalent straight line trajecto
S2,i→ j8 (r c ,v̄) is the renormalized second order collision pro
ability ~see below!. In Ref. 12 calculations were done at on
single velocity~the mean thermal velocity!. Nevertheless, it
seems more realistic to take into account the effect of
change in internal energy which is gained or lost by
relative translational degrees of freedom. For the present
culations, the velocity at infinite impact parameter was th
set to depend on the particular couple of states under con
eration. This was done by replacing the mean thermal ve
ity by an effective velocity defined by

v i→ j
eff 5

v initial1vfinal

2
5

v̄
2 F11S 12

DEi→ j

m v̄2/2D 1/2G , ~12!
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wherem is the reduced mass andDEi→ j5Ej2Ei is the en-
ergy involved in the considered rotational transfer. Since t
modification can lead to unrealistic results for large posit
values ofDEi→ j , Eq. ~12! was applied to downward colli-
sions only and upward transitions were deduced from
detailed balance relationship@r iK j← i5r jKi← j #.

One important problem in semiclassical calculations
that theS2 function can take values larger than one for sm
impact parameters. Although this problem may be pa
avoided through the parabolic trajectory model, it is mo
correct to introduce a normalization condition for the mat
elements of the diffusion operator. We used the proced
introduced in Ref. 38, and first set

S2,i~r c ,v̄ !5(
j Þ i

S2,i→ j~r c ,v̄ !, ~13!

whereS2,i→ j is defined as in Ref. 12~i.e., without any renor-
malization condition!. Then we define

S̄2,i→ j~r c ,v̄ !5S2,i→ j~r c ,v̄ !, if S2,i→ j~r c ,v̄ !<1,
~14!

S̄2,i→ j~r c ,v̄ !51, if S2,i→ j~r c ,v̄ !>1.

Using these new probabilities, one can define

S̄2,i~r c ,v̄ !5(
j

S̄2,i→ j~r c ,v̄ !. ~15!

The renormalized probabilities used in Eq.~11! are then
given by

S2,i→ j8 ~r c ,v̄ !5
S̄2,i→ j~r c ,v̄ !

S̄2,i~r c ,v̄ !
@12exp~S2,i~r c ,v̄ !!#. ~16!

The limitations of calculations of state-to-state rates w
the present approach have been discussed previously12,38

Among these is the fact that the semiclassical approach
down when large internal energy changes are conside
this limits application of the model to states for whic
uDEi→ j u is small when compared with kinetic energy~i.e.,
'kBT). Hence results forDJÞ0 transfers between high ro
tational quantum numberJ levels are likely inaccurate. For
tunately, the states associated with lines within a givenP or
R manifold practically have the same energy so that o
quasiresonant collisions are involved. An other limitation
due to the use of limited expansions of the potential and
the diffusion operator. As a results some transfers are m
ing in the model and this affects all results through the ren
malization procedure. For instance, theDJ53 rates com-
puted with the present approach result from the sin
‘‘jump’’ associated with the potential matrix element^J
13uVuJ&; they do not include contributions associated w
higher order terms in the expansion of the diffusion opera
~such as ^J13uVuJ11&3^J11uVuJ& or ^J13uVuJ12&
3^J12uVuJ11&3^J11uVuJ&). Hence one expects that th
present approach correctly predicts only the main chann
that have the largest rates and involve reasonable chang
internal energy and quantum numbers.
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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7722 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 110, No. 16, 22 April 1999 Pieroni et al.
IV. DATA USED

The data required for computations using Eq.~1! are the
positionsk , populationrk , and dipole matrix elementdk of
each linek, and elements of the relaxation operator.

In the present work, all thesk , rk , anddk parameters
have been taken from the 1996 version of the HITRA
database.39

Values of the diagonal elements ofW ~half-widths gk

and shiftdk of the lines! for CH4–N2 have been determine
as follow: a first set was constructed, for all lines centered
the spectral range studied, by multiplying the CH4–air values
of HITRAN by the factor 1.02.6,40 When possible, the value
for the n3 band lines of12CH4 were then replaced by mea
sured data. This was done using the experimental resul
Refs. 6, 9, and 40, privileging the more recent data provi
by Pine.9

Only the real part of the off-diagonal elements ofW was
considered and coupling was restricted to then3 band of
12CH4. Hence the contributions of all the other lines (13CH4,
hot and combination bands,...! were computed neglectin
line mixing, through the addition of Lorentzian~Voigt! pro-
files. Fortunately, this approximation has little consequen
on computed results since absorption in the studied regio
largely dominated by the contribution of then3 band. Within
these approximations, the Re$^^k8uW(T)uk&&% terms were cal-
culated, up toJ517 ~'400 lines! using Eq.~6! and state-to-
state rates calculated as described in Sec. III C. The value
A(R,R) and A(Q,Q) were determined as explained belo
and the otherA(X,Y) parameters were deduced from Eq
~7! and~9!. Note that the use of cross sections for CH4–Ar in
order to model CH4–N2 spectra is discussed in Appendix
and that selection rules are the subject of Appendix B.

In order to adjust theA(R,R) and A(Q,Q) empirical
constants, the 25 atm spectrum has been used. Least sq
fits of measured absorption in theQ branch region and the
R(8) manifold were made with the model and data descri
above. The choice of the particularR(8) manifold results
from three reasons; the first is that theR branch is more
adapted for the determination ofA(R,R)5A(P,P); indeed,
n3 lines within the manifolds are more closely spaced a
less contaminated by transitions of other bands in theR
branch than in theP branch. The second point is that impo
tant line-mixing effects~and thus high sensitivity toA! occur
for high rotational quantum numbers. Increased accuracy
A(R,R) is thus expected from the use of highJ manifolds.
The last reason is that the retrieved value is clearly dep
dent on the line-broadening and -shifting parameters use
the calculation. The latter must be reliable and this constr
practically restricts the choice to the lines studied in Ref
For all these reasons theR(8) manifold is a good compro
mise and was retained for the fit of theA(R,R) constant. The
final parameters areA(R,R)50.58 and A(Q,Q)50.30.
Through Eq.~9! they lead toA(Q,R)50.47 andA(P,R)
'0 and the other parameters are given by Eq.~7!. Note that
these values connect state to state rates to line mixing pa
eters but also include the change from CH4–Ar to CH4–N2

collisions. Figures 1 and 2 show the quality of the fit. Valu
calculated using purely Lorentzian line shapes have a
been plotted, that indicate the important effect of line m
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ing; as is now well known, the collisional transfers betwe
optical transitions lead to a narrowing of the spectral sha
Note in Fig. 1 that the profiles of theR(7) andR(9) mani-
folds, not used in the fit, are correctly predicted by t
model.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The laboratory spectra at our disposal, recorded by
experimental groups listed in Table I, are used in order
assess the quality of the theoretical approach. The large
riety of pressure conditions~from 0.25 to 80 atm! provides
an extensive test of the model. Comparisons are made
tween measured values and results computed with and w
out the inclusion of line mixing.

A. High pressure absorption

Figures 3 and 4 present results obtained in theP andR
branches of then3 band for a total pressure of 50 atm an
values of the initial level quantum numberJ between 5 and

FIG. 1. Absorption in theR(7) –R(9) manifolds for the pressure of 24.
atm. d are measured values, whereas — and --- have been calculated
and without the inclusion of line mixing, respectively. Obs2calc deviations
are given in the lower part of the plot and the spectral line structure
indicated by the vertical bars.

FIG. 2. Absorption in theQ branch for the pressure 24.4 atm. Same lege
and symbols as in Fig. 1.
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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7723J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 110, No. 16, 22 April 1999 Pieroni et al.
15. These plots confirm that neglecting line mixing leads
large errors and that our model gives satisfactory predictio
Note that our approach leads to almost perfect results for
manifolds where accurate measured line-broadening
were available and could be used. This is particularly clea
the R branch~Fig. 4! where the quality of the model break
down aboveJ'10 which is the highest value studied in Re
9. For J.10, we had to use the HITRAN values ofgk and
dk . The fact that the quality of these parameters is quest
able for transitions where no measurements have been m
seems a possible explanation of the increase of discrepa
between measured and computed absorption. Indeed
number quantifying the precision of these data given in
TRAN for these lines is 2 which corresponds to ‘‘average
estimated value’’; the broadening coefficients of highJ R(J)
lines have been set to average values41 with very approxi-
mate dependence on quantum numbers. Line-mixing eff
are underestimated, likely due, in part, to the use of ove
timated values of the line broadening parameters as wil
confirmed latter. Note that this does not explain the res
for R(12) whose excessive narrowing remains unexplai

FIG. 3. Absorption in theP branch for the pressure 49.0 atm. Same lege
and symbols as in Fig. 1.

FIG. 4. Absorption in theR branch for the pressure 49.0 atm. Same lege
and symbols as in Fig. 1.
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and that better results are obtained in theP branch, probably
thanks to the measured values ofgk given in Ref. 40. Fi-
nally, the quality of the predictions in Fig. 4 shows th
assuming a constantA(R,R) parameter for allR lines is
reasonable. Furthermore, the approximationA(P,P)
5A(R,R) is validated by the results obtained in theP branch
~Fig. 3!. All the preceding conclusions hold for the 25, 5
and 80 atm spectra.

An overall picture of the influence of collisional transfe
on the ‘‘whole’’ n3 band is given in Fig. 5, which shows th
relative errors on the computed values. The increase, witJ,
of the errors obtained when line mixing is neglected is w
evidenced. The broadening of spectral features is then o
estimated leading to overestimation of absorption in
troughs and underestimation of peak values by a factor o
to 2. Note that the quality of our approach is confirmed e
cept for the lines on the high frequency side of the ba

d

d

FIG. 5. Absorption in then3 band for the pressure 49.0 atm. Measur
values are plotted in the upper part.~Obs2calc!/obs relative deviations are
displayed in the lower part where — and --- have been calculated with
without the inclusion of line mixing, respectively.

FIG. 6. Absorption in the highJ(14– 16) P andR manifolds for the pres-
sure 24.2 atm.d are measured values, whereas — and --- have been ca
lated with and without the inclusion of line mixing, respectively.
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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(s>3120 cm21, RJ>10) as is further emphasized in Fig. 6
Comparison between the measured and Lorentz profile
this plot also shows the transfer of absorption from the
gions of weak absorption~troughs! to those of intense ab
sorption ~centers!. It is worth noting that some particula
features due to line mixing are predicted by our model: i
the case of the narrow peak on the left side of theP(15)
manifold, which is absent from the purely Lorentzian calc
lation.

For a synthetic view of the effects of collisions, we ha
determined the half-width at half-maximumG(PN2

) of each
absorption feature~Q branch,R and P manifolds! in the P
525, 50, and 80 atm spectra. The values obtained have
fitted by the linear law

G~PN2
!5Ds1PN2

3gEff. ~17!

The parameterDs is representative of the spectral dispersi
of the transitions that compose the considered feature; it i
the order of the intensity weighted root mean square of
line positions as suggested in Ref. 42 and confirmed by
numerical values obtained here.geff represents the effects o
collisions and is related to the relaxation operator eleme
by13

geff5(
k

(
k8

rk~T!dkdk83Re$^^k8uWuk&&%, ~18!

where the sums are restricted to lines centered within
considered spectral feature. The values ofG deduced from
measured absorption in theQ branch and in theR(5),
R(10), andR(15) manifolds are plotted in Fig. 7 togethe
with the fit using Eq.~17!. It is clear from the slopes tha
collisions ~i.e., the pressure! have effects that decrease wi
J. One can also check that the zero pressure intersect
represent the spectral distribution of line intensities. Valu
of geff deduced from measured and computed spectra
plotted in Fig. 8, where results in theP, Q, andR branches
are displayed. It is clear that the broadening coefficient of
manifold decrease with increasingJ while the effects of line
mixing become more and more important. When line co

FIG. 7. Half-widthsG of some absorption features in measured spectra
total pressure.j, n, d, and, have been obtained for theQ branch and the
R(5), R(10), andR(15) manifolds, respectively. The straight lines are li
ear fits.
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pling is neglected, errors reach about a factor of 2. Althou
not perfectly, our model accounts for most of the charac
istics of the influence of rotational quantum numbers on
spectral shape at high pressure. Note that the decrease ogeff

results from the increasing number of states in the manif
@and in the sum in Eq.~18!#, whose associated line couplin
terms are quasiresonant~the lower state energies of line
within a manifold are almost equal!. Analysis of the relax-
ation elements also shows that coupling between manifolJ
andJ8 strongly decrease withJ, J8, andDJ5uJ2J8u. This
is expected since the associated rotational energy jumpDE
'5DJ3(J1J811) cm21 quickly becomes comparabl
with the kinetic energy@DER(J11)2R(J)558, 144, and 230 K
for J53, 9, and 15, respectively#. Nevertheless, the pressure
investigated in the present work are too small for signific
effects of intermanifold mixing; indeed,P3geff is smaller
than about 3 cm21, whereas the spectral gap between ad
cent manifolds is of the order of 10 cm21.

B. Low pressure absorption

As pressure decreases, collisional effects become
important and the central part of the absorption shape
comes dominated by the spectral distribution of the isola
lines.43 On the other hand, detailed information on what ha
pens inside the spectral structures can be brought by
pressure absorption. Indeed, it is well established that
spherical-top molecules, collisional transfer rates are
tremely selective with respect to molecular symmetry spec
Cn ~Refs. 44, 45, and references therein!. In the following,
the regions near the centers ofP and R manifolds are con-
sidered. Results in theQ branch are not presented since t
highest pressure studied~1 atm! is too low to induce large
line-mixing effects~they remain lower than a few %!. The
influence of line mixing will then be demonstrated in th
next section by considering the wings which, as is w
known,46 is affected at all pressures.

The effect of pressure on theR(8) manifold is shown in
Fig. 9. It is clear that the proposed model leads to be

sFIG. 8. Effective broadening coefficientsgeff @see Eq.~17!# of the n3 band
features. Values in theR andP manifolds are plotted vs rotational quantum
numberm (2J andJ11 for P andR lines, respectively! and the results for
the Q branch are given at the positionm50. j have been obtained from
measured spectra;s and3 were deduced from absorption calculated wi
and without the inclusion of line mixing, respectively.
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 9. Effect of pressure on the shape of theR(8) manifold.d are measured values, whereas — and --- have been calculated with and without the inc
of line mixing, respectively. Obs2calc deviations are given in the lower part of the plot. The spectral line structure and nuclear spin symmetry of th
levels are indicated by the vertical bars.~a!, ~b!, and~c! are forPN2

50.493, 0.987, and 2.05 atm, respectively.
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results than the purely Lorentzian calculation, regardles
the pressure. Note that there is no coupling between the t
sitions of the high frequency side which have differe
nuclear spin symmetries~A, E, andF! contrary to the lines
on the low frequency side of the manifold where mixin
between theF1,2 components occurs. As the pressure
creases, the coupled lines overlap, forming an unique clu
which is centered at the intensity weighted average of
line positions. Its magnitude becomes higher than that of
feature on the high frequency side, contrary to what is p
dicted when line mixing is neglected.

Figures 10 and 11 display someP and R manifolds—
where accurate values for the isolated line parameters9 have
been used for computations—giving a picture of the h
selectivity of collisional processes among the tetrahed
components. Again, the main characteristics of line mix
are reproduced by our approach; the effects of the coup
between theF1,2 ~andA1,2) components in the low frequenc
cluster are correctly predicted. Furthermore, our model d
well account for the lack of coupling between the twoF
components of the high frequency cluster in theR(7), P(9),
andR(9) manifolds@Figs. 10~a!, 11~a!, 11~b!#. Simple fitting
laws would not allow to reproduce these results, as discus
in Appendix B. TheP(9) andR(9) manifolds@Figs. 10~a!
and 11~b!# although they involve the same sequence of low
state symmetry, have quite different shapes due to dif
Downloaded 03 Sep 2013 to 161.111.22.173. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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ences in the rotational structure of the upper levels. In
case of theR(9), the A2 , F2 , F1 , and A1 on the left are
closely spaced and collapse into a unique structure whe
only the F2 and F1 merge into a peak in the more spar
P(9) manifold.

Results obtained for some highJ lines are displayed in
Fig. 12. Again, the manifolds include two clusters, that
the low frequency side being the one where line-mixing
fects occur. For the high frequency feature, Lorentz a
coupled calculations lead to the same results since the a
ciated lines have different nuclear spin symmetries and t
do not mix. The broadening of these features is stron
overestimated by both models. This confirms that the li
broadening coefficientsgk used, which are estimates pro
vided by the HITRAN database, are too large. Note that t
might also explain the fact that the narrowing of the le
cluster in theR(16) manifold is underestimated by our a
proach. On the contrary, precise values40 were used for the
mixed components of theP(12) manifold where predictions
of our model are satisfactory.

Remaining problems are illustrated by the spectra in F
13. Again, the calculated spectral features on the right-h
sides are not affected by line mixing but are too broad. T
shapes of the left clusters are improperly predicted by
line mixing model likely due to overestimation of some
the matrix elements involved. At elevated pressure~see Fig.
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 10. Absorption in theP(9) ~a! andP(6) ~b! manifolds, for the pressure of 0.974 atm. Same legend and symbols as in Fig. 9.
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3!, this ‘‘local’’ effect results in overestimated narrowing o
the R(12); in the R(11) manifold it is masked~compen-
sated! by the overestimation of the widths of the second a
third peaks in Fig. 13.

The effect of total pressure on absorption at the peak
the coupled feature in theR(8) andR(16) manifolds is plot-
ted in Fig. 14. The results show the consistency between
FT and TDFS measurements and emphasize the increa
line-mixing effects with pressure and rotational quantu
number. Note that, for 0.25 atm, contrary to theR(8) mani-
fold, line coupling between theR(16) lines cannot be ne
glected, and should be accounted for in computations
stratospheric absorption. For an overall picture of the in
ence of line-mixing and of the quality of the models we ha
determined relative errors on peak absorption at'1 atm. The
variations of relative errors withJ, plotted in Fig. 15, again
confirm the consistency of the measurements made in P
and Madrid. The results obtained with the models are
pected in view of those plotted in Fig. 8, remembering t
overestimation of the broadening leads to underestimatio
peak absorption~and vice versa!. Neglecting line mixing
leads to errors that increase withJ and reach a factor of abou
2. The agreement with measured values is significantly
proved by using our model. The latter accounts for m
Downloaded 03 Sep 2013 to 161.111.22.173. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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characteristics of theJ dependence although, as discuss
above, some problems remain.

C. Towards atmospheric transmissions

The fundamental quantities involved in atmospheric a
plications are the transmissionst of the layers that compos
the considered optical path. They enable computation o
number of atmospheric characteristics~emission, absorption
cooling rate, greenhouse effect,...!. For a first check of the
need to account for line mixing when atmospheric spec
are considered, a ‘‘representative’’ transmission spectr
was recorded in the laboratory forPCH4

58.231023 atm,
PN2

50.985 atm, andL520.1 m. In terms of methane ab
sorption, these conditions are close to those of a 100 km l
horizontal path at ground level. Measured and computed
sults are compared in Fig. 16 where details in theQ and R
branch regions are plotted. Then3 band lines are all satu
rated and the narrowing due to line mixing is seen in th
wings. The purely Lorentzian approach underestimates tra
mission whereas our approach leads to a significant impro
ment of the calculated values beyond theQ branch head and
in-between theR manifolds. These results, and those of S
V B, show that great care should be taken in the determ
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 11. Same as Fig. 10, but for theR(7) ~a! andR(9) ~b! manifolds.
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tion of CH4 mixing ratios from infrared spectra since lin
mixing may strongly affect the spectral feature~or its back-
ground absorption! retained for the retrieval. Furthermor
use of isolated-line models~Voigt! should be avoided for
precise computations of cooling rates and greenhouse ef
Indeed, estimates of contribution of methane to the atm
spheric emission and the absorption of solar radiation ca
made using the spectrum of Fig. 16. These quantities, i
grated over then3 band are given by

Emitted intensity:

I E5E
2800

3200

@12t~s!#3I BB~s,300 K!3ds,

Absorbed solar intensity:

I A5E
2800

3200

t~s!3I BB~s,5600 K!3ds, ~19!

whereI BB(s,T) is the black body radiance for wave numb
s and temperatureT. Values ofI E and I A have been calcu
lated from Eq.~19! using measured and computed values
t~s!. The relative errorsDI 5(12I Calc/I Exp) are DI E5
23.1% andDI A515.8% when line mixing is neglecte
whereasDI E520.6% andDI A511.5% are obtained with
our approach. These values confirm the need to accoun
Downloaded 03 Sep 2013 to 161.111.22.173. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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line mixing in atmospheric radiative transfer computatio
and demonstrate the improvement brought by our model

VI. CONCLUSION

The model presented in this paper is based on semic
sical state-to-state rates and two empirical parameters on
is thus, in its principle, quite different from the purely em
pirical approaches proposed by Pine9 and Benner.11 The lat-
ter lead, of course, to much better agreement with meas
ments and fulfill the high precision requirements of practi
applications; on the other hand, they have limited predict
capabilities since they are restricted to spectral regions wh
proper laboratory measurements have been made and tre

Test of our model using new high and low pressure m
surements show that calculations are quite satisfactory u
rotational quantum numbers of aboutJ510. Above this
value, the main characteristics of the effects of line mixi
are predicted but agreement with measurements is o
qualitative, particularly in theR branch. Three main expla
nations stand for the increase of discrepancies withJ. The
first is related to the approximate nature of the state-to-s
rates used here whose quality highly relies on the poten
surface and the semiclassical approach. The second po
the intrinsic approximation of the model that assumes c
. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jcp.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 12. Same as Fig. 10, but for the manifolds;~a! P(12) at 0.973 atm;~b! R(16) at 2.01 atm.

FIG. 13. Same as Fig. 10, but for the manifolds;~a! R(11) at 0.973 atm;~b! R(12) at 1.98 atm.
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FIG. 14. Effect of pressure on pea
absorption in theR(8) ~a! and R(16)
~b! manifolds. s and d are values
measured by groups G2 and G3, r
spectively. — and --- have been calcu
lated with and without the inclusion of
line mixing.
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stant A(R,R),A(R,P),... parameters. Indeed, previous r
sults for CO2 ~Ref. 13! indicate that interbranch~resp. intra-
branch! mixing strongly decrease~resp. increase! with
increasing J. Use of a constant intrabranch parame
A(R,R) determined from absorption forJ58 should thus
lead to underestimation of line-mixing effects for high rot
tional quantum number manifolds, as observed here. The
reason is the lack of precision of some of the line-broaden
coefficients used. Indeed, there is strong evidence that
parameters available,39 which are estimated values,41 are too
large hence explaining that the widths of highJ manifolds
are overestimated. Note that other problems remain that h
been pointed out; for instance, some line-coupling eleme
Downloaded 03 Sep 2013 to 161.111.22.173. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
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within the R(11) andR(12) manifolds are clearly overest
mated. Finally, it is worth recalling that the present pap
confirms that atmospheric spectra are affected by line m
ing. This should be accounted for while retrieving metha
mixing ratios and computing cooling rates.

Future studies should be based on improved parame
of isolated lines among which half-widths should recei
particular attention since they have crucial influence
analysis of line-mixing effects. The effects of temperatu
should then be studied together with the influence of
collision partner@e.g., He which may have a particular b
havior ~Refs. 13, 47, 48!. These references show that col
sions with He lead to effects on CO2 and N2O spectra that
-

.

r

3,
FIG. 15. Relative errors on the com
puted peak absorption of then3 band
features for a pressure of about 1 atm
Values in theR and P manifolds are
plotted vs rotational quantum numbe
m. s andd are values deduced from
measurements by groups G2 and G
respectively.~a! Results obtained with
our model. ~b! Results obtained ne-
glecting line mixing.
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are different from those induced by collisions with Ar, O2,
and N2 ~the effects of line mixing are significantly mor
important leading to more narrow profiles!, and H2 which is
of interest for application to Jupiter#. Finally, investigations
should be made in bands other thann3 ~e.g., then2 , n4 dyad
for atmospheric emission, and the 2n3 region which contrib-
utes to the absorption of solar radiation!. Finally comparison

FIG. 16. Transmission in then3 band for the conditionsPCH4
58.2

31023 atm, PN2
50.985 atm, andL520.1 m. d are measured values

— and --- have been calculated with and without the inclusion of l
mixing, respectively. Shifted obs2calc deviations are displayed in the lowe
part of the plots.~a! High frequency near wing of theQ branch.~b! Region
of the R(10) –R(13) manifolds.
Downloaded 03 Sep 2013 to 161.111.22.173. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract
of the relaxation operators and calculated spectra obta
with the present model and the empirical approach of Ref
might bring useful information on collisional processe
These issues will be considered in forthcoming papers.
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APPENDIX A: CH 4–N2 AND CH4–Ar COLLISIONS

The model presented in this work starts from semicl
sical calculations of collisional state-to-state relaxation ra
for the methane–argon system, these data being used
study of CH4–N2 mixtures. Since magnitude scaling facto
A have been used@Eq. ~6!#, our approach assumes that co
lisional transfers induced by collisions with N2 and Ar verify

K j← i
N2 5a3K j← i

Ar and

Re$^^k8uWN2uk&&%5a3Re$^^k8uWAruk&&%, ~A1!

wherea is a constant, independent on the quantum stati
and j and on the linesk andk8. The lack of detailed data fo
CH4–N2 collisions forbids direct study of the quality of thi
approximation. Nevertheless, the line broadening parame
gk and first order line mixing coefficientsYk of Ref. 9 enable
a first check of Eq.~A1!. Indeed, Fig. 17 shows that the rat
of values for Ar and N2 is practically independent on th
considered line. This is an indication that, at least on a glo
point of view, Eq.~A1! is reasonable since the parameters
Fig. 17 are related with the relaxation operator matrix e
ments by Eq.~2! and8,9

Yk523 (
k8Þk

dk8
dk

3
Re$^^k8uWuk&&%

sk2sk8
. ~A2!
s
FIG. 17. Comparison between value
of collision parameters for CH4–Ar
and CH4–N2 collisions. d are values
measured forR andP lines (J<10) in
the n3 band at room temperature~Ref.
9!. ~a! Line-broadening coefficients
gk ; ~b! First order line-mixing coeffi-
cientsYk .
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APPENDIX B: PROPENSITY RULES

Selection rules for rotational energy transfer by collisi
in spherical-top molecules have been discussed in a num
of papers~see Refs. 12, 44, 45, 49, and those therein!. Nev-
ertheless, these studies mostly deal withDJÞ0 and little is
known on propensity rules for the quasiresonantDJ50
transfers that are involved by line mixing withinP and R
manifolds.

In Ref. 10, a first collisional selection rule was intr
duced, which assumes that line mixing between transiti
involving states of different~A,E,F! nuclear spin symmetrie
are negligible. Latter on, Benneret al.11 determined some
relaxation matrix elements from fits of laboratory spect
they empirically found that better agreement between
served and recomputed spectra was obtained w
(A orF)1←(A orF)1 and (A orF)2←(A orF)2 line-
coupling~for DJ50) terms were set to zero. The final set
selection rules is then summarized in Table II. We checke
in our model, the same rules hold. That related with
nuclear spin is of course verified since the potential use
the semi classical calculations contains no term permit
transfer betweenA, E, and F states. In order to check tha
1←1 and 2←2 changes are small, we have conside
transfers between levels of a givenJ value ~which compose
the R andP manifold!. For these states, we have comput
the sums

S~J,X,Y!5(
i PX

(
j Þ i PY

r i3K j← iY (
i PX

r i

for X,Y5F1 ,F2 or A1 ,A2 . ~B1!

The numerical values show that theS(J,X,X) parameters are
very small ~about 2%! when compared with theS(J,X,Y
ÞX) thus confirming the conclusion, made in Ref. 11, th
1←1 and 2←2 transfers within a givenJ can be neglected
This results from the fact that 1↔2 changes are induced b
a third order term of the potential whereas the 1←1 and 2
←2 transitions result from higher rank terms.

Analysis of the results in Figs. 10 and 11 has shown t
some F1 and F2 lines are largely coupled whereas som
others are not. This demonstrates the high selectivity of
lisional processes and makes statistically based fitting law50

inappropriate for the modeling of line mixing in methan
spectra. The widely used exponential gap law, for instan
is given by

K j← i5a3exp~2buDEj← i u!. ~B2!

Although parametersa andb depending on the nuclear sp
of the i and j levels are used,34,51 Eq. ~B2! will fail in mod-

TABLE II. Selection rules of the line-coupling relaxation matrix elemen

k\k8 F2←F1 F1←F2 A2←A1 A1←A2 E←E

F2←F1 N Y N N N
F1←F2 Y N N N N
A2←A1 N N N Y N
A1←A2 N N Y N N
E←E N N N N Y
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eling line mixing. Indeed, within a given manifold,DEj← i is
practically zero; all collisional transfers betweenF1 andF2

lines are then identical~i.e., K j← i5aF2,F1) in contradiction
with the results in Fig. 11~a!. The failure of fitting laws was
already noted in Refs. 34, 44, 45 but is also confirmed
some results that we have obtained prior to the developm
of the model presented here. At that time, we used Eq.~B2!
and determined thea andb constants from fits of high pres
sure spectra. Satisfactory results were obtained above 25
but the model totally failed in predicting the shape of ma
folds at low pressures.
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